Due to diverse nature of data acquisition and modern applications, many contemporary problems involve high dimensional datum x ∈ R d whose entries often lie in a union of subspaces and the goal is to find out which entries of x match with a particular subspace U, classically called matched subspace detection. Consequently, entries that match with one subspace are considered as inliers w.r.t the subspace while all other entries are considered as outliers. Proportion of outliers relative to each subspace varies based on the degree of coordinates from subspaces. This problem is a combinatorial NP-hard in nature and has been immensely studied in recent years. Existing approaches can solve the problem when outliers are sparse. However, if outliers are abundant or in other words if x contains coordinates from a fair amount of subspaces, this problem can't be solved with acceptable accuracy or within a reasonable amount of time. This paper proposes a twostage approach called Greedy Linear Integer Mixed Programmed Selector (GLIMPS) for this abundant-outliers setting, which combines a greedy algorithm and mixed integer formulation and can tolerate over 80% outliers, outperforming the state-ofthe-art.
I. INTRODUCTION
Approaches for data analysis has been greatly advanced in recent years. It results in the emergence of high-dimensional data in all areas of science, business, and engineering problems. To this end, high-dimensional data can often be best explained using low-dimensional linear subspaces. In this model, a high dimensional datum x ∈ R d is a point lying in a subspace U. The task of testing whether a given datum x lies in the given subspace U or not, is commonly known as matched subspace detection (MSD) [1] . Testing whether x is a complete inlier vector or not can be readily accomplished using the mathematical relationships between a vector x and its corresponding subspace U. The classical formulation of this MSD problem is formulated as a hypothesis test problem for which optimality of the solution is guaranteed based on the amount of relative signal energy of x w.r.t. the given subspace U [1] , [2] . Different variants of this matched subspace detection problem has numerous applications in literature including remote sensing systems [3] , [4] , neural activation detection [5] , anomaly detection [6] , [7] , and communications [8] . In those applications, it is assumed that outliers are sparse in datum. However, many contemporary applications and its variants including computer vision [9] , hyperspectral imaging [10] , recommender systems [11] , [12] , lidar [13] , and many more inherently may allow vast majority of outliers in problem setting. Furthermore, several other factors (e.g. missingness , inconsistencies, noises and outliers in data) may also come into picture to make the problem very difficult to solve. To cope with these varied situations, a several other modified formulations of MSD [14] - [16] are proposed in the literature. For instance, it may be often the case that full measurement of x is not feasible or not allowed as assumed in [17] , [18] .
In this paper, we will assume two variants of MSD formulation, namely robust matched subspace detection (RMSD) and super robust matched subspace detection (SRMSD). By RMSD, we mean a few number of coordinates of x (< d 2 ) is not just slightly perturbed by small noises. Instead, those entries, by any means, have been replaced completely by wrong values (outliers). SRMSD refers to the case that the most of the coordinates (>> d 2 ) of the given vector x has been severely corrupted. In both cases, the goal is to identify the inlier entries in x.
II. RELATED WORK
The RMSD variant of the classical MSD problem can be easily tackled using the 1 -norm minimization of the residual x − Uθ because the solution always favors majority entries which is the case in RMSD (number of inlier entries > d 2 ). This formulation is closely related to LASSO [19] as it also uses 1 -loss as regularization parameter. This RMSD setting has been well studied in practice because numerous applications can be modeled as RMSD problems [20] - [27] . However, RMSD frameworks are not easily extensible for the problems to be modeled as SRMSD. The MSD or RMSD problem is often approached using randomized methods like [28] - [30] but it is not applicable in SRMSD setting because of its combinatorial NP-hard nature. Moreover, the solutions provided by randomized methods are not guaranteed to be globally optimal [31] - [38] even if it is an RMSD problem. However, a very recent bi-convex programming based method is proposed in [35] that aims to refine the result obtained from RANSAC using a second-stage bisection search in the remaining solution space. However, RANSAC itself is sub-optimal in solving an SRMSD problem. Another variant of RANSAC is recently proposed in [39] that ranks measurements in each iteration. Furthermore, it necessitates some parameter configurations that makes the approach harder to implement in practice. A deterministic and locally convergent method proposed in [37] can handle a large proportion of outliers but it is slow and heavily dependent on RANSAC or Least-Squares based initial set of solutions.
In quest of global optimality for SRMSD class of problems, several approaches have been proposed in recent years. For example in MaxFS [31] , similar to SRMSD problem is formulated as a set of infeasible constraints and the goal is to find the maximum feasible subset from the set. It uses deterministic branch-and-bound (BnB) methods to find the solution but for large-scale problems, unfortunately it may take exponential time [34] . Moreover, MaxFS only guarantees solution for small-scale homogenous linear systems. However, linear matrix inequality constraints within BnB method is proposed in [40] to obtain reduced time requirement and handle large amount of outliers, but it requires some predefined structure in the objective variables. Recently, iterative re-weighted 1 -minimization method proposed in [32] can find comparatively large maximal inlier set but it requires iteratively solving a number of similar sub-problems causing it slower than RANSAC class of algorithms. In addition, it is not supportive for SRMSD formulation as its performance is highly determined by the proportion of outliers. Another tree-based technique is recently proposed in [34] to solve the problem in reduced amount of time using application dependent heuristics and based on certain pre-assumption that residual structure is to be quasi-convex. Unfortunately, in many situations, these heuristics may not be available and the assumption on the residual structure may not be accurate in practice.
An MILP-based outlier removal technique, called GORE, is proposed in [33] but it can only be used as a preprocessing routine for the class of algorithms solving maximum consensus set problem. However, its removal is guaranteed up to 20% and can't be worthwhile if outliers are abundant. More recently, a heuristic greedy algorithm is proposed in [41] for subspace tracking that aims to find the most probable outlier entry testing whether removal of this entry minimizes the gap between x and its projection onto U. It is observed that this greedy algorithm, which runs in polynomial time O(d 2 ), outperforms the method based on 1 -minimization of the residual and tolerates up to 60% outliers.
In this paper, we propose GLIMPS which is a joint effort of the greedy [41] and MILP algorithms to utilize the power of a fast (greedy) and an exact (MILP) algorithm to solve an SRMSD problem. We show that GLIMPS can outperform other existing approaches including 1 -minimization, the greedy and MILP algorithms. We also show that 1 -minimization even when assisted with the greedy algorithm can't perform very well.
III. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS PAPER
The contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• GLIMPS offers a two-stage approach that exacts the bests of both greedy and MILP algorithms. To make it more precise, greedy algorithm is fast and its performance in handling outliers is better than other randomized and 1based approaches. However, if outliers are abundant (80% or more), then in very few cases, it unexpectedly removes some inliers as outliers. This unintended phenomenon makes greedy algorithm failed in majority of trials if x is severely outlier-dominant. On the other hand, MILP is an exact algorithm, however because of the combinatorial nature of SRMSD problem, it may take exponentially long time to solve the problem. In contrast, GLIMPS reduces the search space for MILP by removing a certain percentage of most harmful entries using greedy algorithm and thus eventually makes MILP faster. • By our proposed greedy algorithm in the first stage, we are providing means to warm-start MILP and thus scalability of MILP has been noticeably increased in GLIMPS. • Greedy algorithm and MILP can tolerate up to 60% and 76% outliers respectively when they are separately used.
On the other hand, GLIMPS offers tolerance up to 80% outliers. • Existing approaches like 1 -minimization [18] , [20] , [42] - [44] assume subspaces of specific coherence and uniformity of outlier locations in x. In contrast, GLIMPS has no restriction on subspace structure or outlier locations. • SRMSD is a generalized version for a class of problems.
So, the idea of GLIMPS can easily be applied for other tasks if we can use subspace based model for the problems. Examples include robust PCA (principal component analysis), background separation, subspace tracking [18] , [20] , [27] , [41] , and matrix completion [42] - [51] . More details are discussed in Section IV. • MILP can be implemented with a few lines of code using high-level mathematical optimization languages like AMPL [52] and JUMP [53] . A variety of solvers like GUROBI [54] and CPLEX [55] are readily available for academic uses.
IV. MOTIVATING APPLICATIONS
MSD is the classical setting of RMSD and SRMSD. Moreover, the setting of RMSD and SRMSD can be used to model many applications as mentioned in Section I and II. In fact, the idea of SRMSD can be applied when subspace-based modeling is feasible. In this section, some applications of SRMSD in recommender systems, network inference, signal processing, computer vision, and metagenomics are briefly described.
Recommender Systems. Organizations like Netflix, YouTube, Amazon and Facebook, based on their requirements, use recommender systems for video, music, product and content recommendations. Different approaches including k-NN, Pearson correlation coefficient and ensemble methods [12] have been proposed to solve the problem. However, as the user preference vector x usually lies in a low dimensional subspace, low-rank matrix completion is considered as potentially the best model whatsoever [42] - [47] . Unfortunately, if a single account is shared by multiple users, then the preference vector x may contain entries that belong to different subspaces. This situation can easily be modeled as an SRMSD problem due to predominance of outliers with respect to each subspace.
Networks Inference. According to system biology, understanding a system can be accomplished establishing correlations among its components [56] . This idea can be applied to understand a broad class of networks (internet, biological networks, social networks, and many more) [57] , [58] . In general, these interactions among components can be analyzed using mathematical graph theory, where, for example in biological network, each node represents an entity like DNA, RNA, protein and small molecules. Edges may represent activation levels or weights referring to confidence levels, strength, and reaction speeds. This network can be decomposed into multiple strongly connected components which we may refer to as subnets. In this setting, each node in subnet k, can be encoded as a datum x which , in turn, can be represented as a linear combination of two levels of interactions: 1) interaction to its own subnet k and 2) interaction between subnet k and other subnets. According to this modeling, x lies in a subspace U. Because of the dynamic behavior of interactions, the state of each node may change dynamically over time and consequently x can have measurements from different subspaces that results in majority of outliers with respect to each subspace and hence we can leverage SRMSD algorithms for these class of problems.
Signal Processing In signal processing, for detection problems, usually a time-series data is given and the task is to identify how the data was actually generated. That is, whether the given vector x entirely consists of noises or outliers or it lies in some subspace containing the spectral signature of the signal. This matched subspace detector is the generalization of a special case called matched signal detector also called the matched filter which is considered as an important building block of signal processing [1] . In modern signal processing applications, e.g. target detection or anomaly detection is treated as a binary classifier that labels pixels of input images as pixels of interest or as anomalous pixels. In this detection problem, a fixed background can be treated as a data point lying in a low dimensional linear space and targeted or anomalous pixels can be treated as outliers. Based on the position and orientation of the cameras or receiving stations, it may have different amount of outliers. This idea can also be applied to identify peculiarities in solar images and thus infer about any potential events.
Computer Vision. Computer vision, as a sub-field of signal processing, often tries to segment background from the foreground to detect events occurring in a video. Though the background in traffic or video surveillance problems is subject to minor variation with environmental or instrumental changes, it can still be modeled as a low-dimensional subspace. For this kind of formulation, each video frame (an image) can be vectorized as x and background can be approximated as a subspace U. The task is to find which entries in x match with U (inliers) and which entries don't match (outliers). Depending on the position and orientation of cameras and involving objects, frames i.e., x can have different number of outliers. If foreground objects are far from cameras, the outliers become sparse in x as assumed in RMSD , robust PCA [22] - [27] and other subspace tracking approaches [18] , [27] , [41] . However, in some data acquisition situations, this is always not the case and number of outliers can be a dominant majority. It turns out that we need to precisely handle the situation of SRMSD. This kind of modeling can also be applicable for image inpainting [59] , scene reconstruction, designing industrial robots and many more.
Metagenomics. To better understand different microorganisms present in an environmental sample, traditionally microbiologists used cultivation-based methods which in fact replicate certain genes to create biodiversity. Unfortunately, this approach is less effective in the sense that it always misses most of the microbial diversity. Recently, metagenomics, a recent field of microbial study, aims to provide means to understand all of the genomes from an environmental DNA sample, which is a mixture of genes from multiple organisms. Each genome is a collection of genes and representative of one organism. So, the task is to find gene-wise identities of genome present in the mixed sample. Metagenomics is supposed to advance knowledge and has vast impact on practical applications in the areas of medicine, agriculture and engineering. For example, in agriculture, better understanding the relationships between plants and microbes can reduce the risk of diseases in crops and livestock, provide enhanced means for adaptive farming [60] . Metagenomic problem can easily be modeled as an SRMSD problem where x refers to the DNA sample collected from the environment, i.e., each gene will correspond to one entry in x. Each genome can be modeled as a subspace and the goal is to find out which gene (coordinate) corresponds to which genome (subspace). As the sample x contains entries (genes) from multiple organisms, there will be few inliers (correct genes) for each subspace. This formulation perfectly matches with our SRMSD setting.
V. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problem is formulated as follows: consider an rdimensional subspace U and a vector x in the ambient dimension R d . The given vector x contains some coordinates correct relative to the subspace U and the rest are all outliers relative to U. SRMSD is defined as finding set of indices ω of all the inlier coordinates in x, where ω means the largest υ ⊂ [d] := {1, . . . , d} such that x υ lies in the subspace U υ . The subscript υ refers to the restriction to the coordinates indicated in υ. The subspace U is spanned by U ∈ R d×r , whereas U υ is spanned by U υ ∈ R |υ|×r . In other words, we will discard all the coordinates except υ. If x υ lies in U υ , it implies the coordinates of x indicated in υ corresponds to the subspace U. Consequently, the coordinates in x ω are considered as inliers and the rest are considered as outliers. The fact that θ we derived in the previous example is correct and x ω are really inliers can be easily justified as follows: Given that the dimension of the subspace is r = 2 and consequently, the dimension of the coefficient vector θ is 2. Hence, as we know x = Uθ, we have two unknowns in the chosen system of equations x ω = U ω θ. Now, if we choose m = |ω| ≤ r equations, the system is either underdetermined or uniquely determined, and we must get a solution for θ. For example, if we choose ω = {1, 3}, we have a solution θ = [4 − 5] T . Same is the case if we choose even fewer equations. However, this solution is not guaranteed because the system is under-constrained or uniquely constrained. To guarantee that the set of indices ω and the corresponding inliers are correct, we need to find a solution for an overdetermined system, i.e. we need at least r + 1 equations.
VI. GREEDY LINEAR INTEGER MIXED PROGRAMMED SELECTOR
As we have mentioned in Related Work section, to address the problem in question, i.e. to solve SRMSD problem, greedy algorithm and mixed-integer linear program (MILP) based formulation have been proposed in the literature. However, if the fraction of outlier becomes huge, these techniques when used separately either fail to give correct results or take exponentially longer time. Our two-stage approach to address SRMSD is a combination of a greedy algorithm and a MILP to improve the existing results. In its first stage, we iteratively remove those coordinates (one per each iteration) whose removal minimizes the gap between x and its projection onto the subspace U. Projections are computed dynamically as we restrict coordinates only to the existing coordinates. Then, in the second stage, we apply a MILP to identify the remaining inliers and outliers. Once we identify the remaining inliers, we obtain the coefficient of the inliers of x, θ which in turn allows us to identify all the inliers and outliers in x. Mathematically, U ωi = P ωi U and x ωi = P ωi x, where P ωi is the projection operator when x and U are restricted to the set of coordinates ω i . Then, we compute projection of x ωi onto the projected subspace U ωi , i.e.,
For each ω i as defined earlier, we compute the ratio of two norms, r i =
It is known that larger r i implies x ωi andx ωi are closer. Intuitively, it implies if we remove i-th coordinate along with other ω c coordinates, x gets closer to the subspace U whose basis is U. Because of having a clear set of intuitive choices, this approach is called greedy erasure (outlier removal) algorithm. We identify the coordinate with largest ratio, and the coordinate is removed as an outlier adding the index to the outlier set of indices ω c . Obviously, at the beginning of the algorithm, ω c = ∅. We iterate this process until we have sufficient number of inliers compared to the number of outliers so that MILP can succeed in the second stage. The greedy algorithm used in the first stage is shown in the following algorithm.
Algorithm 1: Greedy Algorithm (First Stage)
Input: Subspace basis U, subspace dimension r, observed vector x, removal percentage p Output: A reduced version x υ of input vector x, to be solved by MILP 1. Initialize sets of outliers as ω c = ∅; 2. for i = 1 to d and i ∈ ω c do 2.1. Project x and U onto the existing coordinates except i and obtain x ωi and U ωi ; 2.2. Project x ωi onto U ωi and obtain
Remove m-th coordinate and update ω c = ω c ∪ {m}; 5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until we remove desired number of coordinates and thus obtain x υ ;
Second Stage: MILP As output from the greedy stage, we obtain x υ -a reduced version of x. All the entries of x υ are not necessarily inliers. However, it is expected after being partially processed by greedy algorithm in the first stage that outliers in x υ are less dense than in x. We apply MILP (mixed integer linear program) formulation on x υ which is supposed to perform better as the number of variables in x is reduced before feeding into MILP. The MILP for x υ can be formulated as follows:
In this formulation, M is a sufficiently big constant useful for MILP formulation [61] . We should keep M as small as possible to avoid any potential numerical instability. Fortunately, we can use problem structure to choose M. For example, we could use
z is a vector of binary variables and assumes zero entries for inliers. To make it precise, letẑ be the solution to (1) andω be the set of indices inẑ such thatẑω = 0. Because |xω − Uωθ| ≤ Mẑω = 0 implies |xω − Uωθ| = 0. It means all the entries indicated in xω match with Uω for the θ that MILP obtains through its searching process. Moreover, M and z (takes 1 for outlier) collectively satisfy constraints for outliers. That is, the idea is to find a suitable θ that makes as many inliers as possible maximizing the number of zeros (largest possible ω) in z or in other words, minimizing z 2 2 . Once we find correct θ for x υ with at least |ω| ≥ r + 1 inliers, then we can find all the inliers in x.
MILP Formulation for Noisy Data As we mentioned earlier, high-dimensional data in different problems can be modeled as points lying in a subspace. However, in real setting, that may always not be the case. That is, there might be small modeling noise causing x υ to be close to U υ but not exactly lying on it. That is, if ω is the set of inlier indices in x υ , then x ω ≈ U ω θ holds instead of x ω = U ω θ in noiseless version. Alternatively, for noise case, we can write x ω = U ω θ + w ω , where w ω refers to the vector of small noises associated with inlier entries. These noises can be taken into account by a minor variation in our noiseless version (1) of MILP formulation as follows:
where λ > 0 is a regularization parameter that quantifies how much noise we will allow in our noisy formulation for the entries to be treated as inliers. λ = 0 implies that noise has no restriction on w in (3) . Consequently, all the entries in x υ will be treated as inliers and we will end up with an erroneous θ. It happens because for any θ, it is possible to satisfy the constraint in (3) with w = x υ − U υ θ and z = 0. In another extreme, if λ = ∞, it forces w to be 0 and allows no noise. In general, between these two extremes, if λ is smaller, the formulation in (3) will allow more noise. On the other hand, if λ is larger, it penalizes large values of w and thus allows less noise. For our experiments, we use moderately large value for λ. We show in Section VII that GLIMPS tolerates a reasonable amount of noise with almost no compromise with accuracy.
Remark 1. As we already mentioned, finding r + 1 or more inliers is as good as finding all of the inliers in x. This is because we can estimate true coefficient vector θ with only a set of inliers ω, |ω| ≥ r+1 using θ = (U T ω U ω ) −1 U T ω x ω . As the coefficient vector θ has only r unknowns, and we at least have r + 1 equations in the system. Consequently, the system of equations is overdetermined and the solution obtained for θ is correct. Once, we obtain θ, we can easily obtain the entire correct x using x = Uθ even if x is partially observed or if it is severely corrupted by outliers. This idea can easily be applied to complete missing or corrupted data in applications such as background estimation when covered by foreground object or in image inpainting [59] where we want to estimate corrupted or outlier pixels in the image w.r.t the background.
VII. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we study the performance of GLIMPS on synthetic data as a function of the fraction of outliers p, and the noise variance σ 2 . For comparison, we test GLIMPS against a similar MILP formulation, the very recent greedy Erasure algorithm in [41] and the greedy-assisted 1 -minimization (combination of greedy and 1 -minimization), which tolerate larger amounts of outliers than other existing algorithms. In our experiments, we measure accuracy as the normalized error between the true and estimated inlier coefficients θ and θ, i.e., θ−θ 2 /( θ 2+ θ 2), and as the ratio of misclassified entries vs. total number of inliers. Both error metrics are tightly related, and all algorithms behave very similarly under both criteria.
In all our simulations, we use the ambient dimension d = 100 and subspace dimension r = 5. To represent the subspace U and later on, to create a sample vector x in the subspace, we first generate a basis U ∈ R d×r and a coefficient vector θ ∈ R r with i.i.d. standard gaussian entries. Then we generate x using Uθ + , where ∈ R d refers to possible noise and is generated using i.i.d. N(0, σ 2 ). Finally, for each coordinate i ∈ [d], with probability p, we replace the entry in x with an outlier generated using i.i.d standard gaussian distribution. For noisy formulation of MILP, we solve (3) with λ = 1000. We use T = 50 trials for all of our experiments.
We implement the greedy algorithm in Matlab and for solving MILP formulation, we use CPLEX [55] solver in AMPL environment and set a reasonable time limit (60 seconds) for each trial. CPLEX reports the best result found within the allowed amount of time. All of the experiments were run on a Macbook Pro with 3.5 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB memory.
In our first experiment, we compare the performance of GLIMPS with other competing approaches as a function of the fraction of outliers. It is evident from Fig. 1 that GLIMPS outperforms all the other competing approaches.
As we have shown in Fig. 1 that the combined performance of greedy and 1 -minimization can be achieved using only greedy algorithm that runs in O(d 2 ), we only show comparative analysis of GLIMPS with greedy and MILP formulation in the subsequent experiments.
In our second experiment, we show how the behavior of GLIMPS, the greedy Erasure algorithm and the MILP approach for SRMSD change with a gradual increase in fraction of outliers. The average error rate for all algorithms is shown in Fig. 2 . It is observed that if we remove optimal number of outliers (in this case, 40%) in the first stage, GLIMPS can achieve 100% success rate for up to 80% outliers, whereas the greedy algorithm and MILP approach can achieve similar performance (100% success rate) for up to 60% and 76% outliers respectively.
In our third experiment, we study the computational time requirements for the greedy, MILP and proposed GLIMPS approaches. As this problem is a combinatorial problem, MILP and GLIMPS take longer time when compared with the greedy algorithm, which reduces the search space using heuristics Performance of GLIMPS compared to other approaches Fig. 1 : GLIMPS outperforms other approaches. In the first stage of GLIMPS, we remove 40% outliers using the greedy algorithm and then in the second stage, we identify the remaining inliers and outliers using MILP. This approach succeeds for around 80% outliers. In Greedy+ 1 , we remove 100% outliers (empirically fixed), then use 1 -minimization, but similar performance can be achieved using the greedy algorithm only. and thus takes significantly less time (polynomial time). The results are shown in Fig. 3 . In our fourth experiment, we study the significance of outlier removal percentage in the first stage (greedy stage) of GLIMPS. We use this experiment as a step of hyperparameter tuning and apply three different removal percentages, namely 30%, 40% and 50%. The average results are shown in Fig. 4 . It is noticed that 40% removal of outliers in the greedy stage achieves the best tolerance of outliers. Effect of removal percentage in greedy stage Fig. 4 : We show that 40% removal in the first stage provides the best result in the second stage. Removal of 30% is low, whereas removal of 50% is ambitious in abundant-outliers regime. All three removal quantities perform very well in sparse-outliers regime.
Finally, we study the behavior of GLIMPS under different noise conditions: low, medium and high. We use three values of sigma σ = 1e −9 (low), σ = 1e −3 (medium), and σ = 1e −1 (high) for three levels of noises. We observe that GLIMPS steadily tolerates up to medium level of noise. However, high noise severely affects GLIMPS performance as shown in Fig.  5 .
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a two-stage approach (GLIMPS) for super robust matched subspace detection is proposed to improve the 
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High Noise (σ = 10 −1 ) Fig. 5 : GLIMPS performs satisfactorily under low and medium noise conditions. However, high noise conditions considerably affect its performance. In this experiment, 30% entries of x were removed in the first stage. performance of MILP formulation in terms of both accuracy and computation time. In the first stage, a greedy algorithm is applied to remove some percentage of outliers and thus we obtain a reduced input vector. Later on, we feed the reduced input vector and warm-start MILP to increase scalability and performance of the same MILP. It is observed that GLIMPS achieves better results over Erasure (greedy algorithm) and MILP with full accuracy for fraction of outliers up to 80%, whereas, greedy algorithm and MILP individually can tolerate up to 60% and 76% outliers respectively. We also show that if we use greedy+ 1 -minimization, it can't achieve higher accuracy than only greedy algorithm. In case of GLIMPS, we notice that if outliers are abundant, greedy algorithm erroneously removes some inliers as outliers in the first stage that, in turn, restricts GLIMPS to succeed beyond 80%. Our next focus is to find necessary and sufficient deterministic theoretic conditions that will guarantee no error to be incurred in greedy algorithm (first stage) so that GLIMPS can tolerate more outliers.
